"Closing the gap between Reliability Physics, EDA and Circuit Design"

Accurate Circuit Reliability analysis is essential in reducing design margins and time to market, while at the same time enabling high levels of product performance and reliability.

The goal of this Tutorial is to bring awareness and mutual understanding of the constraints across the various disciplines, and help strike a balance in the definition of the reliability rules, their implementation in EDA tools and their proper usage by the circuit designers.

Following a brief description of the circuit reliability issues, the Physics behind them and the main characterization techniques we will provide an overview of the circuit techniques used to account for and mitigate these issues, and elaborate on the requirements imposed on the EDA tools. We will highlight common in situ monitoring and adaptive techniques to control the reliability and maximize performance over the lifetime of the product, and provide a brief introduction to product level testing techniques and what to do or not do during HTOL.

Understanding how all this fits together is critical in establishing the skeleton of a Reliability Physics, EDA, and circuit design closed loop methodology.
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